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Editorial 
"\--

Advance in clinical psychology, on a firm 
scientific basis in personality theory and social 
psychology has been distinctly less than one 
might expect from the tens of thousands labor
ing to contribute. To anyone familiar with the 
history of science, however; it is not hard to 
recognize the symptoms of a characteristically 
difficult development phase or to diagnose 
certain causes. 

Personality and clinical psychology, indeed, 
share certain growing pains of psychology as a 
whole. They arise in part from a postponement 
of attention to taxonomy and measurement, and 
to the mathematical · requirements of scientific 
laws. Minorities of keen researchers, such as 
those in the Psychonomic Society and the So
ciety for Multivariate Experimental Psychology 
have implied- -the former society by its very 
name -- that psychology is in the midst of so 
fundamental a transition as occurred between 
astrology and astronomy. Without accepting 
that we are as far back as that, we may yet 
recognize parallels to chemistry in the seven
teenth and eighteenth centuries, when the weigh
ing and measuring by men like Cavendish, Dal
ton and Lavoisier finished the transition from 
alchemy to chemistry. And since our interest 
is substantially in the clinical side of psycholo
gy it is informative to note parallels also to 
medicine, as clinical work passed from a 
basis of qualitative observation to one of sup
plementation by experiment, systematic taxon
omy and laboratory measurement. 

Personality theory, and the treatment of be
havioral pathology which rests upon it, con
sisted largely in the last generation of the con
tending views of Freud, Jung, Adler, Rogers 
and many others. Research psychologists are 
agreed that it has to move forward to a more 
exact and testable body of theory, but hesitation 
and doubt prevail as to the experimental meth
ods best fitted to usher in the new levels of 

conceptualization. The relatively mechanical 
application of the classical, bivariate experi
mental designs has left leaders in clinical 
psychology unenthusiastic. For the atomistic 
character of the variables and relations has 
failed to connect with laws about the integrated 
organism. There is still, for example, a chasm 
between the successful treatment of specific 
symptoms by reflexological behavior therapy, · 
and those subtle and complex relations in the 
adjustment of the total personality which psycho
analysis recognized, even if it could not handle 
them with positive scientific control. The new 
approach we advocate combines the objectivity 
and · precision of the former with the more 
complex, multivariate formulations of the lat
ter. Incidentally, we need waste no time with 
the cultist fads, neither in one system nor the 
other, which have arisen in the doldrums 
between the two systems, in which clinical 
psychologists have trimmed their sails to every 
feeble, erratic breeze of hunch and myth. 

The strong new impulse now initiating gen
uine movement actually has its origin in fresh 
thinking on scientific method itself. This ex
amination of fundamentals has suggested that 
psychology--and indeed the life· sciences gen
erally-- are in need of multivariate experimental 
designs, and of concepts of functional unity, 
causal action and integration which cannot be 
effectively pursued by the classical, bivariate 
manipulative stereotype of an experiment. An 
imaginative reconstruction of the meaning of 
"experiment" is needed to respond to the 
challenge . of the most complex entity man has 
yet studied: the human mind. This whole rev
olutionary issue was given an airing with the 
appearance seven years ago of the Handbook of 
Multivariate Experimental Psychology, where 
the reader may pursue it further than is possible 
here. Both the . multi variate research instrument 
itself, and its vindication by break- throughs in 
personality, learning and clinical and social 
psychology, are there illuminated by such wri
ters as Anderson, Burt, Cattell, Cohen, Fruch
ter, Guttman, Hake, Horn, Horst, Nesselroade, 
Pawlik, Royce, Sells, Tucker and others. 

From the discussions and illustrations by 
these leaders in the field three main principles 
emerge offering guidance to the present journal. 
First, that measurement, which is the basis of 
science, needs to be, in the life sciences, 
structured measurement. Psychology is faced 
with an infinity of possible arbitrary, subjecti
vely choosable behavioral measures. Advance in 
the- discovery of laws had followed new possib
ilities of measurement, e.g., with the telescope, 
the voltmeter, the microscope, but especially 
of significant variables, which, in psychology, 
has usually meant demonstrated functionally 
unitary concepts. Secondly, experiment must be 
conceived more broadly as the recording of a 
planned, ordered set of observations, with or 
without manipulation followed by appropriate 
statistical analysis according to a mathematical 
model. Manipulative and bivariate designs are 
only part of the possibilities, and, especially 
with research on human behavior, more sophis• . 
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ticated muitivariate analyses are often needed. 
to establish causal connections where manipu
lation is ethically and practically impossible. 
Thirdly, the good strategist will recognize that 
a two handed use of bivariate and multivariate 
approaches, each at · an appropriate time, is 
better than keeping in the rut of one. Most 
f�equently a thorough examination of structural 
realities by factor analysis is a necessary 
foundation for bivariate designs using the fac
tors as· dependent or independent variables. 
For example, studies on the inheritance of pri
mary abilities are misleading unless the uni� 
tary abilities are first precisely factorially 
located, and studies of the effect of anxiety 
or . arousal on various performances yield 
ambiguous and inconsistent results if the sep
aration and unitary patterns of these states 
have not first been factor analytically estab
lished. 

This journal has adopted the above prin
ciples because radical thinking suggests that 
they should be more prominent and explicit than 
they have yet been in many journals in the per
sonality, social and clinical fields, which have 
catered more to the habits of the reader than 
the progress of the subject. To ensure that 
these principles are interpreted in a compre
hensive and illuminating way it has, fortunately, 
secured the guidance of an editorial Policy 
Board of four psychologists eminent for con
tributions in this· field--Professors Cattell, 
Eysenck, Guilford and Meehl- -and a substan
tial group of editorial consultants among young 
psychologists already with cardinal contribu
tions of · their own. Anyone familiar with the 
work of these men will recognize their pioneer 
contributions, often tackling necessary multi
variate approaches before the facilities of the 
electronic computer made them as computation
ally easy as they now are. More notably, they 
carried out basic research bringing structure 
into the chaos of ability and personality traits 
not only without big computers but also without 
the support and understanding of the majority 
of their fell ow psychologists, who regarded the 
new methods as recondite and strange. Un
abashed, they pursued these methods into the 
motivational fields largely abandoned to the 
medical psychoanalyst, the novelist or the 
mystic. 

Unless such journals as that created here 
are successful in putting the pack of eager 
researchers on some new scents clinical psy
chology may yet have to wait half a century for 
these new methods and their still newer harvest 
of concepts to bring proper understanding and 
control in the complicated areas of human 
·motivation and emotional expression. Change 
is generally both rewarding and terrifying. To 
those whose chief security lies in the comfort 
of the past change comes with the roar and 
flashing lights of a runaway train. To those who 
are fortunate enough to work in research, an_d 
to have some hand in guiding the future, these 
are ·exciting times in which to be alive, to be 
creative, to help the emergence of beneficient 
powers. 
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As . this issue goes to press we learn that 
J. P. Guilford is busy writing up his revised 
views of intelligence and creativity. Cattell has 
completed a comprehensive volume on the 
theory and practice of personality measure
ment by questionnaire, and is bi:�wing some new 
ideas on personality change in his model of 
structure learning theory. Meehl tells us he is 
taking a breather, between two distinct direc
tions of effort. Eysenck is in the midst of a sub
stantial attack on the vexed questions of inheri
tance of abilities and personality traits. The in
triguing variety of directions in which our 
editorial consultants are busy may be· illustra
ted in part by the present issue (Kline captures 
the quintessence of our theme, by his combina
tion of measurement and clinical observation in 
repeated measures on a single case) and, we 
can promise, by much due to appear in later 
issues. 

The editorial policy is to encourage variety 
of subject matter and approach within the area 
of personality theory and clinical psychology 
and ·with appropriate methodological standards. 
As every researcher in this area and by 
these methods realizes, there has been an un
fortunate tendency of editors of personality, 
clinical and psychiatric journals to aver that 
topics in these areas handled by more com
plex techniques are . too difficult for their 
readers and should be relegated to mathe
matical-statistical journals. This shielding from 
new techniques and concepts is the worst 

. possibl� service to the reader's education 
and the advance of the subject fields. On the 
other hand, our readers have a right to get 
the essential methods and conclusions clearly 
stated without being lost in the mere mathe
matical-statistical technicalities. Our aim will 
·be to preserve this balance, while insisting 
that the mathematical -statistical foundation be 
sound. Our policy will also be to allow more 
expression of opinion, and the healthy give and 
take of debate on contested issues than has 
frequently been allowed. Needless to say, per
haps, we nevertheless have no time, space or 
editorial stomach for bickering, one-upmanship 
or ad hominem attacks. Letters and short 
communications will also be encouraged, and 
books centrally in the field will be reviewed 
by invitation. 

As to the physical location of the journal 
publication, under Professor Pierson and War
ren Strycker, the reader may recognize on the 
cover the lighthouse at Bandon -by- the -Sea, in 
Oregon. With Murchison's journals originally 
(and still) issued from the tip of Cape Cod, and 
the present journal from virtually the western
most point of the U. S. mainland, psychology 
may indeed be said at last to have spanned 
the continent. We hope that in the years ahead 
this journal will live up to the cover symbol 
we have adopted in our lighthouse. Meanwhile, 
let us express our editorial appreciation of .the 
wise guidance given by the Editorial Board, 
the keenness of the consultants and the widen
ing circle of competent contributors--all in
dispensable to the birth of a journal of character. 



A Check on the 28 Factor Clinical Analysis Questionnaire 

Structure on Normal and Pathological Subjects 

Raymond· B. Cattell 

Institute for Research on Morality and Adjustment 

Boulder, Colorado 

ABSTRACT 

Taking·. the .. · widest : currently -.possible. �array of items made·- ., ·: 
up -for . va�ious· ,patholc;,gical .behaviors, some five pioneer � . 

. factoring� have.· indicated 28 primary--factors, -16 of. which are -
the familia� .normal personality� factors- of .. the. - 16 P.F.- in· 
partly_ pathological · expression. . A pair ·of scales� to . mark 
each .of these· factors having been developed in the experi
mental CAQ, a check on the factor structure of the 56 variables 
provided was made independently� on a group of 400 normal 
adults, 190 clinical patients, and on the mixed group spanning 
the normal-pathological range. 

The existence of 28- 29 factors is uniformly supported in all 
three, and the nature of the factors, at a high degree of simple 
structure, is essentially as· hypothesized ( as is also confirmed 
by the second order structure). However, one psychoticism 
factor and two depress.ion factors show some spread into 
other factors, and farther progressive rectification with new 
items is indicated. This is in progress by Sells and Cattell 
in construct_ing equivalent forms of the CAQ for clinical 
practice. 



· The large_st contribution of .questionnaire 
. items in the pathological realm has arisen 
from the MMPI; but the structuring of the 
clinical, pathological domain into unitary fac
tors has been a different undertaking, to be 
discussed here, and culminating in the Clinical 
Analysis Questionnaire.· 

As regards factoring of the MMPI by scales 
only some. tive factors appear but if factored 
by items the dimensionality is much larger. 
Factor analysts have balked at factoring by 
items because computer·s-- and the patience of 
investigators--:have not been enough to handle 
up to 600 variables. However, a series of re-. 
searches have now got around this problem. 
Eber and Fowler tried a frontal attack which 
stalled on rotation, though the present writer 
was able to carry their rotations somewhat 
further to give helpful suggestions of factors. 
The successful attack was through factoring 
parcels as variables, resting on the homo -
geneous parcel groupings of Hundleby and Con
nor (1968). On this basis--and recent work 
(Cattell, 1973d) shows parcels and items in 
general give the same factors --two interest-. 

l ing factors emerged (Cattell & Bolton, 1969): 
( 1) �he MMPI contains the 5 normal 

· p�ity·d1mens1on�r in the 16 P. F. 
though in 1 em of- patholog1ca s: , ' and 
(2) That additionally it has five or six truly 
pathological dimensions never Incorporate in 
th · · · was checked by Del
bees and Cattell ( 1971) s o 1ng over lap ( and 
therefore regressional translation) of some 13 
to 15 factors in the MMPI and 16 P. F., and 
refining farther the definition of the six patholo -
gical factors in the MMPI beyond the 16 P. F. 

This last research actually did more than 
check these 6 dimensions in the MMPI. It 
picked up the threads of idence for a tho -
logical dimension in work outside he MMPI. 
T 1s domain will orrefiy be r ferred to as that 
of '' depression , ougn i 1 ider. Cattell and 
Bjersted "967) combining the factor analytic 
work on. patho.logical ratings by Grinker and 
Nunnally (1961), Kiloh and Garside (1963), 
Lorr, McNair and Klett (1963), Shapiro, Neu
feld aild Post(1962), Weckowicz, Muir, and Crop
ley (1967) an other Cattell 1957) had 
come to the conclusion from a series o fac-
toring arlters, t at there 
are some se i:ima . a_cto..rs of-d epr.es -
sion. These were incorporated in the Delhees 
ana

_.

Cattell (1971) experiment along with the. 
r 6 MMPI pathologicals as well as markers for 
f some 18 pathological scales that had at some 
1 time been suggested (and, of course, the 16 
' P. F. factors). The verdict of this 750 item, 

5 hour testing of 254 mixed normals and ab
normals factored on 82 parcel scales to an 80% 
hyperplane count was definitely that at least 
28 factors (possibly 29) are required. These 
proved to be the 16 personality factors of the 
16 P. F., the 6 "disease process" factors in 
the MMPI, and 6 of the 7 "depression" fac-

. tors (for the 7th depression factor had come 
out as · identical with the hypochondriasis fac

� in the Cattell and Bolton factoring (1969). 
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The aim of the present experiment is to seek 
a thorough check on the theory toward which the 
above researches clearly converge, namely, that 
the widest presently existing domain of question
naire items covering pathological behavior, i. e., 
that of interest to clinical psychology, resolves 
into 28 factors. Further the. theory states 
that the expressions of pathological behavior are 
partly determined by well known ''normal'' 
personality factors--the 16 in the 16 P .F., ly
ing Vlithin these 28, by 6 depression factors 
(which may mean more than depression) and by 
6 disease process factors. These 28 are listed 
in Table 1. It should be noted that although the 
6 last bear names close to those of MMPI 
scales they cannot possibly be psychometrically 
considered identical (though they may correlate) 
since these are reached as simple structure 
primary factors whereas the MMPI scales are 
put together by quite different principles (syn
drome separation; Hathaway and McKinley, 
1951). 

The above states the immediate aim, but there 
are broader implications in planned follow ups. 
If the factors hold the present experimental 
CAQ (Clinical Analysis Questionnaire) will be 
expanded by a B form in a seventh factorial 
research intensifying the scales' validity against 
the factors by item substitution (Cattell & 
Sells, In press). With an instrument of known 
validity the natural history of these primary 
personality structures· can then · be enriched to 
guide clinical diagnosis and treatment. Second
ly, the analysis here strictly by traits, i. e., 
by R -technique factoring, is in process of being 
related to dR-technique results enquiring to what 
extent these unities are also states (Cattell, 
1973a). Thirdly, second order analysis are in 
progress, asking how far the depression and 
pathology factors may possess underlying more 
basis structures (Cattell, 1973b, 1973c). In 
short,. the design here needs to be understood 
as part of a programmatic research with inter
locking markers and different populations to de
termine the number and nature of factor struc -
tures in the pathological domain. In the over -
view of that systematic research (Cattell, 1973d) 
it is keyed as experiment No: 6. In the service 
of the second aim--progressive rectification 
(Cattell, 1973d) of CAQ scales for clinical re
search on the defined primaries--a set of 200 
new items chosen to test the concepts of these 
traits were added to the variables of Table 1 
as an Extension Set. This is mentioned to com
plete the description of experiment, but the item 
analysis of these against the factors is not part 
of the present article. 

3. The Analysis and Its Results 

In the present factor analysis itself there 
is no extension into new domains, but accept
ance that the 56 scales in Table 1, emerging 
from the five previous researches, effectively 



Table I 

The Parcels (Short Scales) Constituting the Variables · 

1. Affectia (even), 4 Items 
2. Affectia (odd), 4 items 
3. Intelligence (even), 4 items 
4. Intelligence (odd), 4 items 
5. Ego strength (even), 4 items 
6. Ego strength (odd), 4 items 
7. Dominance (even), 4 items 
8. Dominance (odd), 4 items 
9. Surgency (even), 4 items 
o. Surgency (odd), 4 items 
1. Super Ego (even), 4 i_tems 
2. Super Ego (odd), 4 items 
3. Parmia (even), 4 items 
4. Parmia (odd), 4 items 
5. Premsia (even), 4 items 
6. Premsia (odd), 4 items 
7. Protension (even), 4 items 
8. Protension (odd), 4 items 
9. Autia (even), 4 items 
o. Autia (odd), 4 items 
1. Shrewdness (even), 4 items 
2. Shrewdness (odd), 4 items 
3. Guilt Proneness (even), 4 items 
4. Guilt Proneness (odd), 4 items 
5. Radicalism (even), 4 items 
6. Radicalism (odd), 4 items 
7. Self Sufficiency (even), 4 items 
8. Self Sufficiency (odd), 4 items 

Table 2 

29. Self Sentiment (even), 4 items 
30. Self Sentiment (odd), 4 items 
31. Ergic Tension (even), 4 items 
32. Ergic Tension (odd), 4 items 
33. Dl Hyponchondria (even), 6 items 
34. Dl Hyponchondria (odd), 6 items 
35. D2 Suicidal Digust (even), 6 items 
36. D2 Suicidal Digust (odd), 6 items 
37. D3 Discontent (even), 6 items 
38. D3 Discontent (odd), 6 items 
39. D4 Anxious Depression (even), 6 items 
40. D4 Anxious Depression (odd), 6 items 
41. D5 Low Energy Depression (even), 6 items . 
42. D5 Low Energy Depression (odd), 6 items 
43. D6 Guilt Depression (even), 6 items 
44. D6 Guilt Depression (odd),. 6 items 
45. D7 Bored Depression (even), 6 items 
46. D7 Bored Depression (odd), 6 items 
4 7. Pa Paranoia (even), 6 items 
48. Pa Paranoia (odd), 6 items 
49. Pp. Psychopathia (even), 6 items 
50. Pp Psychopathia ( odd) , 6 items 
51. Sc Schizophrenia ( even) 6 items 
52. Sc Schizophrenia (odd), 6 items 
53 � As Psychasthenia (even), 6 items 
54. As Psychasth�nia (odd), 6 items 
55. Ps General Psychosis (even), 6 items 
56. Ps General Psychosis (odd), 6 items 

Simple Structure: Hyperplane Counts at Maxima 

.05 .10 .15 

Normals 53.4 80.7 88.1 

Clinicals 53.8 81.6 88.9 

Mixed 60.3 84.1 89.5 
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span the domain to be structured. The ques
tion asked is whether the variables prove to 
require 28 factors and whether- they turn out at 
unique rotation to be identifiable as the unitary 
trait structures hypothesized. What is more 
than a straight hypothesis check resides in the 
use of three distinct populations, to explore how 
structures may change therewith. 

There is reason to believe that the depression 
factors at least will intercorrelate more power -
fully and be harder to separate in a normal than 
a clinical group, and that the variance on the 
pathologJcal factors will be smaller on the noi:
mal group. From a practical standpoint, since 
the CAQ is to be used in diagnosis, and should 
have greatest potency at the border line of nor -
mal and clinical cases, it is especially import
ant to know how the factor structure stands in a 
mixed normal and clinical group. 

Accordingly, three populations ar� used ( 1) 
normal adults, partly 25 - 40 year old men and 
women in occupations, partly students, N = 400; 
(2) clinical cases, mixing schizophrenic and af
fective cases, and neurotic outpatients, largely 
from Dr. Weckowicz, N =196; (3) the combined 
group, N = 596. The instrument was the experi -
mental form of the Clinical Analysis Question
naire containing 28 scales and 272 items. 
Each scale was split into odd and even items--
containing therefore 4 in each in the normal part 
and 6 in each in the pathological part, as shown 
in Table 1. This brevity of each subscale or 
parcel should be kept in mind in considering 
loading magnitudes. 

Since three analyses have to be given in one 
article the factor analytic evidence will not be 
given in the usual detail, e.g., in scree and 
history of hyperplane plots. The scree gave 
29, 28 and 28 factors with no ambiguity for 
N (normal), C (clinical) and M (mixed). The 
automatic program ( oblimax) followed by some 
.15 overall rotations gave hyperplane maxima as 
shown in Table 2. 

By usual experience these hyperplanes are· 
very good and by the Bargmann test virtually 
all 85 factors are significantly positioned. The 
especial clarity for the mixed group is note -
worthy, but at present not explicable. 

Although we have usually recorded factor 
patterns with every value the present vastness 
of Table 3 calls for the modification of record
ing only loadings above .19. Since comparisons 
are important we have placed the pattern of the 
same factor side by side for the three analysis, 
splitting Table 3 adjustively into 3 parts of 27 
columns each, as shown. 

It is at once evident that markers have 
appeared almost without exception in the pattern 
required by hypothesis, as shown by the steady 
step- like progression. The agreement of N and C 
is, of course, more noteworthy, since M is a 
mixture of N and C--though that need not have 
prevented the blind rotation thereof from finish -
ing in an infinity of different positions, if the 
simple structure were not there. 

However, there are also a sprinkling of 
'' off - diagonal'' loadings, somewhat more notic -
able in the normal factors for · G, H and Qi. 
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Only in the pathological factors does this weak
ness of simple structure sometimes reach dis-

·turbing levels, in D1 _ and D2. (There is a 
noticable divergence of normals and clinicals 
in that De, D7, and Pp are off in normals, but 
As in clinicals). 

Except for these, however, the verification 
of the hypothesized loading patterns is so 
striking that the application of congruence 
coefficients to check matching is obviously 
superfluous. In the nondepressive pathological 
factors the spread of loadings of the psycho
pathic factor in normals into, -for example, 
Autia, M, guilty depression, D6, and general 
psychosis, Ps, can be "understood" as what 
psychopathic behavior might associate with in 
an otherwise normal person. But there is no 
doubt about the factor as such, its . highest 
loadings being where they· ought to be. The 
deviant factor in the clinical group, Ps, general 
psychosis, also has its hi�est loading in the 
right place; but it has indeed tended to become 
a general psychosis factor, spreading its load
ings across all but one of the psychotic factors. 
The theory developed elsewhere (Cattell, 1973b) 
is that there are two general psychosis fac -
tors, one a truly general factor at the second 
order, and one not general but non-specific, 
in the sense that it is some secondary lack 
of self respect liable to occur with any kind 
of psychotic behavior. The present Ps factor 
seems to hover between these patterns, at least 
in clinicals, and evidently needs item sorting. 

It is in the D's however, that the poorest 
definition is evidenced, though the result is 
not the positive debacle of falling into one or 
two general factors found in another research. 
What we see here is a tendency for D1, hypo
chondriasis, to load on other depression fac -
tors and also for D2, suicidal disgust, and D3, 
brooding discontent to spread somewhat. From 
this and other evidence up to this point there 
can be no doubt that the important remaining 
task in the CAQ domain is the discovery of 
items to give clearer separation of the de
pression primaries. 

Theoretically, moreover, the possibility still 
needs to be retained that second orders in the 
depression domain are really the peers of the 
primaries in the other fields, and that we 
should let them collapse into two or three 
secondaries. This is doubtful because the num
ber of factors called for altogether--28 or 29--
clearly demands 7 D primaries; but for those 
factorists who want immediate rough closure, 
without the prolonged technical difficulties of 
building up and separating the primary D's, 
it would be simple to conclude that the pri
maries behave badly because there are really 
only secondaries present. The problem is comp
licated by the fact that an appreciable part of 
the variance even in these R-technique factors 
may be state depression. Conceivably the pri
maries are traits and the secondaries states, 
or vice versa. In any case the problem of the 
depression primaries will not be solved until 
R-, dR- and P-technique results on the CAQ 
can be studied side by side. 



1 A-1 
2 A 2 
3 B 1. 
4 B 2 
5 C 1 
6· C 2 
7 E 1 
8 E 2 
9 F·i 

10 F 2 
11 G 1 
12 G 2 
13 H 1 
14 H 2 
15 I 1 
16 I 2 
17. L 1 

18 L 2 
19 M 1 
20 M 2 
21 N l 
22 N 2 
23 0 1 
24 o 2 
25 Ql 1 

26 Ql 2 
27 Q2 1 
28 Q2 2 
29 Q3 1 
30 Q3 2 
31 Q

4 
1 

;; �
4 i I . 34 n1 2 ; 

35 n1 1 
36 D2 

2 
v3 7 n2 1 
38 n3 2 
39 n3 

1 
40 · n4 2 
41 n4 1 
42 n5 2 · 
43 n5 1 
44 ri6 2 

·45 n6 ·1 
46 n7 2 
47 p� 1 
48 Pa 2 
49 Pp 1 
50 Pp 2 
51 Sc 1 
52 Sc 2 
53 As 1 
54 As 2 
55 Ps 1 
56 Ps 2 

Fae.tor 
Factor A 
N C M 
52 49 62 
60 60 34 

52 

.-28 

'fable 3 

Patterns for the Three Analyses: Factors A through Ps 

Factor B Factor C I Factor E Factor F Factor G 

N C M N C M N C M N C M N C M 

34 
49 65 52 25 
69 · 66 37 

22 
33 24 21 
51 55 45 
38 

-28 
43 

-27 
24 

23 
68 )8 49 
65 63 26 29 

46 74 46 
43 44 23 

-23 21 

-37. 

33 

23 

-27 

-29 

-29 
-21 

-29 
31 28 
20 

25 

-21 

-38 

... 20 

25 

40 
2.7 

23 
-27 

22 

72 55 52 
62 73 53 

-25 

-27 

52 

-21 

-26 

-28 
20 22 

-22 

Factor H 
N C M 

21 

36 

66 55 .44. 
53 24 33 

-38 

24 
35 

... 43 

-26 

-34 

-44 

-35 
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Tab le 3 (Con ' t . ) 

Fac tor I fac tor L Fac tor M Fac tor N Factor 0 .Fac tor Q1 Fac tor Qz 
N C M N C M N C M N C M N C M N C M N C t1_ 

1 A 1 
2 A 2 2 5  
3 B 1 -3 6  
4 B 2 54 2 1 

C 1 21 -3 6 29 
6 ·c 2 

7 E 1 
. 8  E 2 

9 F 1 38 24 
10 F 2 27 51 24 - 24 
11 G 1 
12 G 2 

13 H 1 
14 H 2 

r51 - 25 
15 I 1 7 6 39 53 
16 I 2 4 3  6 7 56 26 · 55 3 1 

� 
17 L 1 42 53 56 24 
18 L 2 3 2 80 3 2 

19 M 1 ·  44 2 7 46 2 6 24 
20·  M 2 32 47  41 4 8 
2 1 N 1 2 4 69 36 
2 2  N 2 7 1  30  56 

23 0 1 4 8 58 39 
24 0 2 40 5 4  31 
25 Ql 1 24 62 3 9  4 1 
26 

Q 
2 4 0 6 1 4 0 

27 Q
l 1 61 60 48 

28 Q
2 2 ·  68 66 4 7 

29 Q
2 1 -2 0 

30 Q
3 

2 

31 Q
3 1 

3 2 Q
4 2 2 6  

33 n4 1 
34 Dl 

2 

3 5  Dl 1 
36 D2 

2 

3 7 D2 1 
38 ·D3 

2 

39 3 1 D.4 
40 D

4 
2 

41 D
5 

1 
4 2 D 2 

43 n5 1 
44 n6 

2 

4 5  n6 1 
40 

46 n7 
2 

47 Pl 1 
48 Pa 2 

49 Pp 1 
50 Pp 2 

51 Sc 1 
52 Sc 2 
53 As 1 
54 As 2 

I . 55 Ps 1 
56 �s 2 

I 
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Table 3 (Con ' t . )  

Fac tor Q3 Factor Q4 Fac tor n1 I Factor Dz Fac tor D3 Fac tor D 4 Fac tor D 5 
N C M N C M N C M N C M N C M N C M N C M 

1 A 1 -37 52 -2 7  30 
2 A 2 27 45 -24 
3 B 1 -21 
4 B 2 
5 C 1 26 
6 C 2 -40 
7 E 1 30 43 
8 E 2 22  -2 6  3 1  
9 F 1 -43 29  

10 F 2 -25 
11 G 1 31 3 1  
12 G 2 
13 H 1 41  
14 H 2 -3 3  -23 

15 I 1 21 2 6  3 2  
16 I 2 -20 
17 L 1 -2 5 

3 7  

18 L 2 33 34 28 28 
19 M 1 33  -23 
20 M 2 

21 N 1 -26 23 
22 N 2 
23 0 1 2 7  29  
24 0 2 28 21  25  
25 

Q
l 1. . 36  21  

26 a1 2 54 1 
27 

Q2 
1 

28 Q2 
2 -25 

29 Q3 
1 · 61  66  63  -28 

30 Q3 
2 39  67  

31 Q4 
1 50 39  23  

32  Q4 
2 4 8  49 38 21 3 7  

33 D1
1 4 2  3 9  49  

35  

34 o1 2 65 57 53 
27 

35 o2 1 4 8  4 3  4 3  7 5  2 8  
36 o2 2 57  4 1 48  75 25 
37 o3 1 - 23 3 1  7 4  6 0  3 7  24 
38 o3 2 76  53  44 
39 o4 1 4 2  38 27 30 33 
40 o4 2 22  23 
41 o5 1 42 - 3 6  23 3 6  4 7  3 4  

42 o5 2 43 26 44 3 5 58 3 1 

43 06 1 26 . 22 
44 n6 2 25 26  
45 o7 1 21  38 21  
46 o7 2 23 26  41 -26 

47 Pa 1 22 
48 Pa 2 
49 Pp 1 27 25 
so Pp 2 26 
51 Sc 1 -22 52 
52  Sc 2 -35 -28 4 6  48  32  

53 As 1 22 

54 As 2 21 40  
55 Ps 1 

- , 
26 25 

56 Ps 2 
I 

28  I 
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1 A 1 

2 A 2 
3 B 1 
4 B 2 
5 C l 

6 C 2 
7 · E  1 
8 E 2 
9 F 1 

10 F 2 
11 G 1 
12  G 2 

H 1 
14 H 2 
15 I 1 
16 I 2 

7 L 1 
.18 L 2 
19 M. 1 
20 M 2 
21 N 1 
22 N 2 
23 0 1 
24 0 2 
25 01 1 
26 

Ql 2 
27 

Q 2 1 
28 Q 2 2 
29 Q3 1 
30 Q 3 2 
31 Q4 1 
32 Q4 2 
33 n 1 1 

. 34 D 1 2 
35  D 2 1 
36  D z 2 
3 7  D 3 1 
3 8  D3 � 
39 D4 1 
40  D 4 2 
4 1  D5 1 
42  D 5 2 
43 D6 1 
44 D6 2 
45 D-7 1 
4 6  D 7 2 
4 7  Pa 1 
48 Pa 2 
49 : Pp 1 
50 Pp 2 
51 Sc 1 
52 Sc 2 
53 As 1 
54 As 2 
55 Ps 1 
56  Ps 2 

· 10 

Fac �or n6 
N C M 

3 2  

29  

-28 
54  

30 
21 

-25 

-33 
43 

26 

25  

�6 36  
22 23 

-21 

35  

2 2  

. . . . 

Fac tor D
� N C 

34 
29 

30 

-27 

i-21 21 

22 

41 

43 

-23 26 
27  

21 
40 -51 
34 

42 
29 

33 42 33 
21 4 5  

3 0  

26 

Table 3 (Con ' t . ) 

'Factor Pa Factor Pp · Fac tor Sc Factor As ·Factor Ps 
N C M N C M N C M N C M N C M 

-31 -3 0  -3 1  2 9  
45 -30 

-25 

31  

30  40 
· 2 9  

-24 -52  -26 
-21 

46 
24 25 -33 

26 -25 26 

26 

-49 -3 0  23 30 
22 -31  

29 23 -34  

-24 
28 21 

23· 

38 
37 34 41 

24 
31  21 

22 

32 20 23 24 39 
26 

38 25 30 
45 47 34 65 
61 56 3 9  45 27 

55 49 33 56 34 
61 27 40 28 59 30 

27 72  50 -32  
·45 52 55 

l9 29  29  28 28 
27  52 38 

33 31 70 40 
25 30 59 39 



4 . . Summary and Discussion 

(1)  The experimental CAQ, Form A, which 
for the first time has put together tolerably 
valid scales for the 28 primaries indicated by 
pioneer but comprehensive factorings hi the 
domain of pathological behavior, is here sub - . 
jected to a check on structure . . 

(2) It is checked on a normal adult , a clin 
ical patient adult , and a · mixed group. The 
variables were made by splitting each scale 
in half, and since this reduces the parcels to 
4 and 6 item lengths, with corresponding low 
reliability' it was not expected that practical 
validity would here be evaluated, but only that 
the central issue of the number and nature of 
factors would be checked. However, tlte im -
mediate dependability coefficients of the full 
length scales (not the halves used here) are 
known from retest on 159 normals to be satis
factory, being A, 84 ; B, 52 ; C, 78 ; E, 84; · 
F, 81 ; · G, 78 ; H, 88; I ,  93 ; L, 78; M, 81 ;  N, 79; 
0, 80; Q1 , 84;· Q2, 79 ; Q3 , 79 ; Q4 , 85 ; D1 , 86 ; 
D2 , 88'; D3 , 86 ; D4 , 87; D5 , 93 ; D5 , 89; D7 , 
90; Pa, 81 ; pp, 84 ; Sc , 88 ; As, )36; Ps, 90 . 

. . , 

From . this it would seem that any trouble we . 
are in regarding the depression factors is not 
due to any low reliability, since their immediate 
retest dependability co�fficients are high ab
solutely and higher than the intelligence test. 
(The latter is low, in normals, incidentally, 
because to be appropriate for patients it is too 
easy for normals . )  However, it should be _point
ed out in · passing that the plotted score dis - · 
tributions for all pathological scales as pres -
ently constituted are skewed to the upper end; 
i.e. , neither normals or patients use with 
sufficient frequency the.higher pathology scores. 
'Ibis is a problem for test reconstruction, but 
is not severe enough to account for some 
blurring of factor structure in certain path- .. 
ology scales. · · . 

(3) The outcome of the factor analysis is a 
consistent indication across all three samples 
of essentially 28 . factors (29 in normals being 
possibly a common error factor) .  This means 
that the clinical patient needs to be evaluated, 
even regarding his pathological expressions, 
first on the 16 factors of the normal person
ality; then on ·7 factors of a depressive nature 
(These include hypochondria and other patho
logical factors of which depression is only one· 
aspect); and . -finally on 5 · factors which might 
be called disease-process dimensions: Pa, para
noid process ;  Pp, _psychopathic deviation; Sc, 
schizophrenic deterioration; As, · asthenic,  ob
sessional weakness; and Ps, generalized psy-

. chotic loss of sense of adjustive capacity; 
seemingly non specific to. any syndrome. 

(4) The individual natures of the 28 dimen
sions .are. clearly . as hypothesized. Regarding · 
the 16 nor�al, · including · intelligence, no com
ment is necessary. Special in�erest attaches, 
however, to the new pathological dimensions. 
Apart from some spread �f the general psycho
ticism factor, Ps, into other, specific psychotic · 
s.cales, confirmation is excellent for the 6 
psychotic disease process . patterns, and even 

/ 

Ps is at any rate measured with acceptable 
validity by the scales (Part 1 and 2) dev�loped 
for it . The seven depression scales, however, 
show a tendency, seen before, to ' '  run together, ' '  
notably through D1 , hypochondria, and D2, sui 
cidal disgust, showing loadings on other de 
pression factors. It is concluded that further 
progressive rectification (Cattell , 1973d) by 
new items to separate the primary and secon
dary structures of these scales is necessary 
and that it will · be best achieved by simultan
eous study of trait and state factors. 

(5) The demonstration · of a primary factor 
structure is only part of what is needed to 
support the internal consistency of a · theory. 
Special rotations can sometimes be found� e. g. , 
by a Procrustes program, fitting primary fac 
tor · patterns · approximately by giving cor 
relations among the primaries seen at once 
to be quite out of keeping with the second order 
structure required by· theory. That this has not 
occurred here is shown first by the very mod
erate correlations which arise here among both 
the normal . · and the pathological factors . The 
mean value (adding without signs) of the 66 
correlations · among the 12 pathological factors 
was about O . 1  for normals and patients and 
0 . 15 for the . mixed group . . Since the score 
range is greater in the mixed group this is 
about as expected, but certainly shows no 
excessive level. And · it may. be added here 
that the second order analysis just completed 
(Cattell , 1973c) on the basis of the (mixed 
group) correlations from the i above V f P shows 
a second . order structure in good conformity· 
with that previously recognized among these 
factors . 

( 6) In conclusion, although steady . progress · 
has been made over six factor analyses in 
programmatic research designs toward the con
ception of 28 source traits , ·  16 normal, 12 
pathological, in the clinical domain, whereby 
little . doubt can remain about the factors them
selves, - the construction of sufficiently valid 
and cleanly _ independent scales · for them in the 
Clinical Analysis Questionnaire st111 remains 
to be completed. Toward this provision of a prac 
tical instrument for the . clinician Dr . s� B. 
Sells and the ·present writer are nowproceeding 
by construction of equivalent A and B forms 
(Cattell & Sells, 1974) , again check by a large 
scale factoring on mixed patients and normals.  

The writer wishes to express his gratl�e 
to .Dr.  T. E . . Weckowicz, of the University of 

. .Alberta Psychiatry · Department, and Dr. Karl 
Delhees, of St . Gallen Institute,  Switzerland, 
respectively for testing patients· and for aiding 
in the analysis of data. 
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A 28 - day Case - Study with the M.A.T . 

Paul Kline and Jennifer Grindley 

Department _of Psychology 

University of Exeter 

WashingtoQ Singer Laboratories 

· ·Exeter , Devon. 

ABSTRACT 

One subject completed the M.A. T.  · every day for a period 
of a month. In addition a detailed diary was kept for this 
period. Fluctuations in the scores of the M.A.T. variables 
were related to diary events . This procedure gave strong 
support for the validity of the M.A.T. as a measure of ergs 
and sentiments . 
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Introduction · 

. The M.A. T .  (Cattell et al , 1964) claims to 
measure personality dynamics : The variables 
assessed by this test are ten independent 
factor - analytically derived motivation systems 
( ergs and sentiments) .  Furthermore the mea -
su�ement is 'objective' in Cattell 's  rather 
special . use of that word - i .e .  the test is not 
subject to error due to deliberate faking or 
personal illusion. · 

The · study of the validity of the M.A.T.  is 
made difficult by the . problems of temporal 
reliability . . As Cattell et al ( 1964) point out, 
unlike ability · or personality variables dynamic 

:traits should change with. time . High reliability 
over time would indicate a poor tes.t insensitive 
to changes in internal and external stimuli . It 
was therefore decided to examine the relation 
of the fluctuations in motivation scores to 
daily events over a period of 28 days . Cattell 
and Cross ( 1952) reported some interesting 
relationships between a limited number of moti 
vational variables ( experimentally measured in 
the laboratory) and external events - a finding 
which supported the case - study approach to the 
validity of the M .A.T.  

Procedure 
A volunteer female S completed the M.A.T. 

every day just before going to bed during the 
month of -February. These tests were not scored · 
until all data had been collected. In addition the 
S completed a long diary for each day, written 
up the morning afterwards . It contained a record 
of all she had done , however trivial it seemed, 
and a report of feelings, conversations and 
thoughts . 

At the time of data collection the S was not 
aware of the variables purported to be measured 
by the M.A.  T. Furthermore the objective nature 
of the test makes deliberate distortion difficult . 
This is important since it is possible to argue 
that the S fitted the diary to the test scores 
(unknown at the time of diary writing) or dis 
torted her test responses to fit the diary. No 
such deliberate faking of either test or diary 
occurred, the only procedural difficulty being 
the boredom of repeating the same test on 28 
consecutive days . 

Subject The S was a 2 1 - year -old female third 
year undergraduate student in the Department 
of Psychology. She was not receiving, nor had 
at any time received, psychiatric treatment . 
Analysis The scores on the 1 O variables for 
each day were plotted out on a graph. Peaks 
and troughs for each variable were then related 
to the diary. In addition the diary was examined 
to see whether any particular scores could be 
expected. Means and Standard deviations for 
each ·variable are also given. Finally correla 
tions were computed between the variables . 
1 4  

Variables A brief descripti.on of each variable 
is set out below. 

Mating Erg 

Assertiveness Erg 

Fear Erg 

Narcissism Erg 

Pugnacity Erg 

Self - concept 
sentiment 

Superego sentiment 

Career sentiment 

Sweetheart 
sentiment 

Home -parental 
sentiment 

Results 

the normal , heterosexual 
1:llating drive 

the drive to ·self - achieve 
ment , mastery and self
assertion 

alertness to external danger: 

the drive to sensuous� self-
indulgent satisfactions 

hostile destructive impulses 

concern about self - concept 
and social repute 

development · of conscience 

interest in career 

att.achment to sweetheart . 

attachment to home 

Table l sets out the means and S .D's of · 
each variable. The graphs for each variable 
will be dealt with in two figures since one 
graph would be too complex to understand. The 
correlations between the variables appear in 
Table· 2 .  

Discussion of Results 
The large S .D 's  for the variables indicate 

clearly the considerable fluctuation in scores 
which occurred during the month . By · any 
standards this S would have .to be described as 
volatile . Such fluctuation indicates . the dangers 
of giving a motivational test on one occasion 
only ( as in for example studies of factors 
influencing educational attainment) . 

We shall now examine the peaks and troughs 
for each variable relative to the diary record. 
We shall deal first with the ergs which are 
regarded by Cattell (1957) as basic' drives .. Ergic 
tension level is considered to be ·a function of 
the current degree of environmental stimulation, 
physiological influence and · gratification in a 
subject's life situation. 

1 )  Fear Erg 

With a mean of 3 . 89,  any score below 2 
or above 6 may be regarded as extr�me . Days 
10 and 19 are clearly crucial for this study 
since the fear erg within this period r.eached 
both its lowest and ·highest point .  



Table 1 

Means and Standard Deviations of M.A. T. scores over the month. 

Variable Mean· S. D. 

Career Sentiment 1 . 18 0. 93 

Home- parental Sentiment 2 . 75 1 . 81 

Fear Erg 3 .89 2 . 16 

Narcissism Erg 5 .75 2 .29 

Super - ego Sentiment 2 .29 1 . 48 

Self-Concept Sentiment 5 .03 1 . 86 

Mating Erg 7 .89 1 . 56 

Pugnacity Erg . 7 .42 1 . 94 

Assertiveness Erg 5 .92 2. 12  

. . 

Sweetheart Erg 7 .25 1 . 2 1  
. . 

Table 2 

Significant correlations between. the M.A. T. factors 

Variables Correlations Significance 

Fear /Pugnacity · - . 5016 (Sig . at  .01 level) 

Superego /Mating - . 586 (Sig . at .01 level) 

Superego/Assertiveness - . 4133 (Sig . at .05 level) 

Self - sentiment/ Assertiveness - . 425 (Sig . at .05 level) 

Mating/ Assertiveness +. 471 (Sig . at .01 level) 

Pugnacity/ Assertiveness - .393 (Sig . at .05 level) 
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On day 1 0  in the diary "There is s�ch superb 
tranquility . in this room and I · feel secure 
somehow. I think I am glad of the privacy 
and autaA.omy I feel here. ' '  

On day 1 2  S reports in the diary . that she felt 
rejected by a professional theatre group with 
whom she was working and .returned crying to 
the fiat . 

On day 16 S reports in the diary how she was 
"really distressed" about driving an unsafe car 
to Bath for the weekend. This fear remained 
until her return to Exeter on Day 19.  

Day · 4 Here again S reports having been 
frightened by being driven by a very fast 
driver . It is to be noted that fear erg is 
high here . 

From this it is clear that the fluctuations 
in the fear erg reflect feelings ( day 10) and 
are strongly affected by driving . The S reports 
that driving does indeed frighten her partly 
because she had been involved in a previous 
accident . This exactly fits Cattell 's description 
of the goal of the erg as "avoidance of illness,  
accident . . _. and death. , ,  The fact that rejection 
was associated with an increase in this erg is 
inter.es ting and intuitively sensible . This case -
study confirms the validity of the M.A.T. 
measure of the fear erg. 

2) Mating Erg 
This erg, as can be seen from Fig. 1 ,  was 

relatively stable although high during the month. 
Indeed on only 4 days are there any large 
variations , · day· 14 where it is low and days 

. 25, 26 and 28 where it is high . To what extent 
does the diary record fit these fluctuations? 

First there is a repeatedly expressed sexual 
desire in these diaries . For example on day 10  
can be found . . . ' 'Oh for a wild affair .  I 
think my libido is running high these days' '  
(actually not according to the M.A.T. ) .  On day 12 
the S was ' '  contemplating a planned education' '  
and again felt her libido to be high. 

On Day 25 . When ergic tension was at its 
highest' the S was taken to · a party by the man 
on whom the sexual desire was focussed. 

On Day 14 .  The diary records th� S as feeling 
exceptionally tired and lassitudinous , a feel�pg 
reflected in the lowest ergic tension. 

Thus one can see that the diary reflects 
the general high level of ergic tension of the 
S and one of the peaks at least is certainly 
explicable . An interesting point in the light of 
Cattell 's  definition of the mating erg as being 
related to sublimations of sexuality was that 
on the 24th as the sex erg was rising to its 
peak, the S went into a delicatessen and sent a 
present of smoked eels to her father ! Relevant 
to this is the menstrual cycle of the S. The 

· S's last period began on Jan. 1 1th . Thus Feb. 8th 
was the expected day. This means that owlation 
would occur on Feb. 20 -23rd (see Bell et al , 
1 6  

1963) . However the S missed this month's  period 
which suggests the cycle was disturbed - hence 
the high sex tension on day 25 may have been 
partly physiologic in origin as well as psy
chological . 

3) Narcissism Erg 
Of all the ergs this one lfad the largest · 

fluctuation. It is , as we have noted, concerned 
with sensual indulgence of every kind so that 
relevant diary events should be easily identified. 

Days 7 - 10  there is a steady fall in the drive. 
From before the beginning of the month the 
S had been attempting to slim ( a difficult task) 
and the diary records that from the 8th Feb. 
the drive was being sated. 

Day 9. S over - indulged in a meal "I extrem
ely pigged myself, for which there will be 
diets all week. , ,  

Day 10.  S celebrated a college acceptance with 
a large meal and drinking. 

Thus it appears that on days 9 and 10 the drive 
was fully sated - hence the low scores . 

Days 14 ,  15 and 1 6  there is a rise in the drive. 
Here the S purchased new clothes and a sweater. 

As with the previous ergs it does seem that 
the fluctuations in drive strength of narcissism 
are related to relevant environmental changes. 

4) Pugnacity Erg 
For this erg the mean score over the month 

was high . As · can be seen from the graph in 
Fig . 2 ,  there are a number of peaks, days 2,  13,  
18 ,  20 and 22 ,. as well as a number of troughs, 
especially day 24 .  These clearly are the relevant 
days to examine in the diary record and it is 
important to remember that Cattell et al ( 1964) 
argue that pugnacity may be expressed covertly 
through displacement . 

Days 1 - 7 Here the diary reveals that the S 
was becoming interested in the samurai culture 
of Japan. 

Day 6 S was reading 'Patriotism' by Mishima -
a work on disembowelment . 

Day 8 · S decided to write an essay on the 
Japanese treatment of Prisoners of War. 

Day 9 This essay was · considered unsuitable 
and had to be abandoned. These first nine days 
seem to show how the pugnacity erg was being 
expressed thus reducing its strength by the 
study . of violence and when this was stopped on 
day 9 ,  the ergic tension rose again to its previous 
level . 

Day 13  The diary here records a very aggressive 
seminar " in which aggressive bitchiness erurt 
ed. ' '  
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Days 19 - 23 Here the S records being strongly 
affected by the miners' strike and there are 
many references to revolution, and on day 22 , 
the S announced to a seminar that she had decided 
to ' 'Blow apart mental hospitals as my career. ' '  
By day 24 the drive was reduced. 

In the case of pugnacity the diary evidence 
points to the vicarious expression of agression 
through reading about violence and contemplating 
revolution. Nevertheless the fall in ergic tension 
was delayed a few days in t�e last instance 
and the evidence for the pugnacity erg though 
interesting and suggestive does not seem as 
convincing as in the other cases. 

5) Assertiveness Erg 

The S showed c o n  s i d e  r ab 1 e fluctuation 
throughout the month in the strength of this 
drive, although her mean score was close to 
the population mean. 

Days 8 - 14 show considerable fluctuation. Day 9 
is associated, in the diary, with a very com 
petitive seminar situation. The S, indeed, notes 
a direct conflict with another student .on day 8 .  
On days 12 - 1 4 the S was preparing an essay 
"to show them" to quote the diary. 

These extracts seem to us to account adequat 
ely for the fluctuation in assertiveness of this 
period. The seminar referred to is highly 
important in the eyes of the students in that 
they have to read papers and def end their 
position in front of the Professor of Psychology 
who decides , ultimately , their class of degree. 
It is a highly tense situation. Notice, too , the 
relation of these events to the previous pug 
nacity erg. The fall in ergic tension on day 2 1  
might be associated with a successful party on 
the 20th where the S reports that she had taken 
especial care in the preparation of her dress 
and face and "felt elegant because I had de 
cided tonight was man-trap night" . She records 
that her endeavours were highly successful 
and that she was complimented on her looks 
and charm. 

The increase in assertiveness from day 2 1  
appears to have no meaningful diary support. 
To some extent the fluctuations in this assert 
iveness erg can be related to external events 
and feelings . However , as has been noted, the 
final rise cannot be accounted for. It is in -
teresting to note that Cattell 's definition of 
assertiveness as status seeking, pride and 
seeking for admiration, is supported by the 
diary evidence - especially that of the party 
which clearly distinguishes it from the mating 
erg. 

Sentiments 
These are more culturally bound goals of behaviour .  Cattell has distinguished five senti 

ment patterns which are measured by the 
M .A.T. 

1) Career Sentiment This was one of the 
most remarkable findings of this case study. 
The S's career sentiment was uniformly low 
except on day 6 when it rose. On day 6 the 
S went for an interview for a teacher training 
course for next year . This was the only career 
relevant item in the diary. This career -senti 
ment monthly pattern seems clear evidence for 
the relation of the fluctuation of scores to 
environmental events . 

2) Home -parent Sentiment The S's mean 
score of 2 .75 is low relative to the American 
normative sample. There is one high peak on 
day 4 and lesser peaks on days 23 , 24 and 26. 

Day 4 In the diary it is reported that the S 
received a letter from home to say that a 
parental visit was now likely (an extremely 
unusual occurrence) . 

Days 23 and 24. Here the S was concerned 
with buying a present for her father, culmin
ating in the purchasing of . smoked eels ( al 
ready mention in relation to the sex drive) . 

Day 26 On this occasion the diary records 
that the subject received a telephone call from 
her father who was depressed ·about the effects 
of the miners' strike on his business . 

In the case of the home-parent sentiment 
it is clear that the rises in score closely 
reflect related environmental events . How
ever, these ev�nts , described above, are not 
such as should necessarily increase the sent 
iment . The scores could indicate merely 
concern about home and parents . Neverthe 
less these fluctuations are · clearly far from 
random. 

3) Sweetheart - Spouse Sentiment 

Clearly in our culture , at least until re -
cently, this sentiment overlapped the mating 
or sex erg. The ' mean score on this erg for 
our S was 7 .  25 - high and very similar to the 
sex erg . There were peaks at days 1 1  and 19  
and troughs at days 10 and 25 . 

Days 9 - 1 2  The violent fluctuations in this 
period are reflected in the diary by a meeting 
with a student with whom the subject had 
previously had a stabl� relationship which 
had broken up against her wishes. In the 
diary she confides that her hopes were raised. 

. Day 19 Here the S was concerned with prep 
arations for a party to which her object choice 
was to take her . 

Day 24 onwards The S had gratified her desires 
to be with her object choice. 
· Again as with the other sentiments and ergs 

we can 'see that the diary events clearly signal 
the fluctuations of score . 
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4) Sell- Concept This involves two components, 
social reputation and insight and self- control . 
Cattell et al ( 1964) consider it one of the most 
important motivational patterns, linked, of 
course , to maturity. Mean score of the S was 
5.4, very 'close to the population mean. Sig- · 
nlficant days for this variable were day 2 ,  
where it peaked and days 4 ,  12 , 18 ,  22 , 23 , 26, 
where it was especially low. The diary events 
show that with this S the self- c'1ncept was bound 
up with the self- image. Thus the diary is con
cerned frequently with successful dieting and its 
hoped for influence on social relations. 

Day 1 ' 'I must lose weight for the wedding - to 
give me much more self- confidence . "  

Day 2 " I  am down to 8 1/2 stone , which is 
smashing. ' '  

Day 4 Here the diary records the fear that the 
S has offended somebody and that the S was 
strongly criticised. 

Thus we can see that reaching a target weight 
improved the self- image, strong criticism 
lessened it . This is strong support for the 
validity of this score . 

The troughs towards the end of the experi 
mental period are not so clearly reflected in 
the diary. However , on day 21 , the S attended 
the cinema and had to leave in tears depressed 
by the horror of a lunatic asylum. On this day 
too the S had been reading Sylvia Plath and 
had recorded that life ' 'became meaningless . ' '  
Since depression is characterised by loss of 
self- esteem to some extent it can be argued 
that these troughs are related to the diary 
events. 

5) Superego Sentiment This last sentiment 
corresponds roughly to the Freudian notion of 
superego as a kind of moral conscience · The 
S's mean score of 2.29 is relatively lo� and 
stable . The main peaks are on days 3 ,  12 and 14 .  

Thus on day 3 the S reports being strongly 
criticised for her treatment of a blind friend 
and consequently feeling very guilty. 

On day 12 the S reports deliberately suppressing 
her amorous desires to avoid hurting another 
girl . This continues until day 15  when the S 
reports that she had decided her moral scruples 
were absurd! 

Thus the fluctuations in superego sentiment 
do seem related to feelings of guilt recorded in 
the diary. 

The relationship of ergs and sentiments to the 
diary 

As can be seen from our discussion of the 
ergs and sentiments above, in most cases the 
diary records convincingly account for the pe.aks 
and troughs in the variables . Only , indeed, in 
the case of assertiveness and to a lesser extent 
home sentiment were there any unaccountable 
fluctuations . 

Before we discuss the import of these findings 
for the validity of the M.A.T. their implications 
for the use of the test and the problems in this 
case study, it will be useful to refer briefly to the 
correlations between the ergs and sentiments 
over this experimental period. The significant 
correlations are set out in Table 2 .  

The three correlations significant at  beyond the 
• O 1 level are all psychologically meaningful. 
Thus the negative correlation between superego 
and mating implies that the S felt some degree of 
guilt over the expression of sexual drive. Pug
nacity was opposed to fear in this S .  Flight or 
fight seems truly to fit this case. The positive 
correlation betwwen assertiveness and mating 
is also sensible especially in the light of the 
diary. With this S the ability to win over the 
opposite sex is part of assertiveness . The neg
ative correlation between superego and assert
iveness is perhaps due to this association of 
the latter and sex. The other two correlations· 
significant at the . 05 level are not so apparently 
meaningful and could well have arisen by chance 
with this number of variables. All in all , how
ever , the co�relations certainly support the 
validity of the M.A.T.  and stress the independ
ence of the scales. 

Since there were so few significant corre
lations and since the number of experimental 
days was smaller than desirable it was not 
considered useful to factor -analyse the correla
tions in a P analysts . 

Conclusions 
As the results stand, it seems to us that this 

case study is convincing evidence for the validity 
of the M.A.T. With this S the fluctuations in 
scores were related to external events and 
internal feelings as recorded in a diary. Few 
of the fluctuations were not obviously explicable . 
However we must now consider factors that 
could infirm these findings . 

1 .  Experimenter Bias Rosenthal ( 1966) has 
made the point too well to reiterate here. 
Clearly with the S filling in the tests and writing 
the diary there was ample opportunity for this 
kind of distortion. However it must be stressed 
that our procedures went as far as possible to 
minimise this effect in that the tests were not 
marked until the experimental period was com
plete and that our S was unaware of the variables 
measured by the M.A.T. In addition the M.A.T. 
!s objective and it is difficult except with a few 
·items to estimate what variable they measure. 
Experimental bias �ould not seem to us to 
account adequately for these findings. 

2 .  Effects of repeatedly completing the same 
test In the M.A.T. manual it is claimed by 
Cattell et al ( 1964) that no systematic error 
results on retest with time lapse of no less 
than a fortnight . However our procedure could 
well have induced some degree of error . To 
avoid this we deliberately ignored small fluct
uations concentrating on peaks and troughs 
alone . Furthermore our results seem to indi 
cate clearly that the fluctuations we examined 
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were far from random. Actually the diary 
records show that during the mid. period of 
the experimental session the S felt considerable 

· boredom in completing the test. Some items 
may have been answered quixotically. However, · 
by ignorin!( small changes, these effects were 
minimised . 

3 .  The Accuracy of the Diary Allport ( 1961)  
has ilhistrated the dangers of the diary in · 
psychological research - the emphasis on 
striking or unusual feelings , the neglect of the 
calm and stable parts of fife , its tendency to 
strike a pose for the reader . While all this is 
true, in this experiment the diary was con
fidential to the two authors of this paper. 
Indeed · it approached in type Allport·' s spon
taneous intimate diary and parts could be under-
stood only by the subject. Thus there was no 
posing and much of it was related to the ord
inary events of the S's life (seminars for ex
ample) .  Certainly it was honest in that the S 
was quite unwilling for anyone else to read it. 

4 American items Some of the items were · 
American e .g .  What does the community chest 
support? Nevertheless the number of these was 
small and the S considers it unlikely that they 
grossly affected the scores - a claim supported 
by the results. 

This case -study then must be regarded as 
strong support for the validity of the M.A.T. 
test in that fluctuations in the scores were re
lated to environmental · events · and subjective 
feelings in a meaningful way. Possible weak
nesses in the experimental design do not seem 
able to infirm the results . 

If further research supports the validity of 
the M.A.T. it means that at least we have a 
useful test for measuring dynamic structures 
and relating these to both external environmental 
and physiological events . At the same time it is 
clear that we must be wary of results based on 
the single application of this test. 

Summary 
The M.A.  T. was completed by one subject 

every day for a whole rrionth. In addition the 
subject completed a daily diary. The daily 
fluctuations in ergic and sentiment scores were 
related to daily events . In most cases these 
scores could be linked to such events which was 
regarded as good support for the validity of t�e 
test . 
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Theory and 

Measurement 

of Self - Esteem.1 

Ellen Dickstein 
The Johns Hopkins University � 

An earlier paper (Dickstein, 1972) indentified 
five . forms of self - concept. The nature of self
esteem was postulated· to vary with age , with 
a . different type of self - esteem being approp
ri�te to ea.ch form . of the self - concept . On the 
basis of this theory' a measure of self - esteem 
for school - age children was designed. The 
rationale for the new measure was derived 
from the writings of James ( 1890) and Mead 
( 1934). The self .:. concept of the school -age 
child falls within the form of self called the 
"self- as - object . "  Through his recognition of 
other objects and people in the world, the child 
· comes,' in time , to· see himself as an object. 
This self is created through experience, and 
knowledge of the self is limited to that which 
the child learns through interaction with others. 
For the individual whose self- concept falls at 

. this level , self- esteem · should be based on his 
perceived success at the various things he does, 
with his overall level of self - esteem being 
determined by the degree to which he perceives 
himself to be successful at . those particular 
activities which are most important to him. 

· W i l l i a m  James' formula , self -esteem= · 
successes 
pretensions ' suggests a means for specify
ing level of self-evaluation in a young child. 
A scale of values, as well as a scale of ability 
is required for measuring self- esteem. Now it is 
necessary to translate this formula into an item 
format suitable .for school -age children. Test 
items must be appropriate to the child' s limited 
capacity for self - reflection. ·  A measure of self
esteem for children ·should be composed of 
simple questions about activities which are 
performed every day. The importance of each 
activity · for the child should be determined, as 
well as his estimation of his ability at that task. 

With these considerations in mind, an in- · 
strument _to measure .self - esteem in children 
was developed. The measure consists of two 
parts . The first part requires the child to 
check '.'�ow much he would like to be good at' '  
an activity (Very Much, A Little , or Don't 

Care) .  Part two requires the child to check 
"how good he is" at the same activities (Very 
Good, Good, Not Good or Bad, Bad, or Very 
Bad) . With these two kinds of information 
(value and skill at each activity) it becomes 
possible to estimate overall self -esteem. Items 
were selected so as to cover areas of import 
ance to children. Seven topic areas were cho 
sen and five items were written for each area. 
The areas are : _ sports ,  physical attributes, 
school , social behavior , independence,  artis
tic ·  talents, and moral behavior . As a sample 
of what the measure was like , the following 
items were written for the Independence scale: 
someone who can do things on his own; some
one who doesn't mind being left alone ; some
one who is able to take care of himself; some
one who . gets his own way; able to look after 
others.  

Method 

Description of subjects 
The scale was administered to 507 second 

through sixth grade pupils at a suburban Bal 
timore elementary school . Students completed 
the questionnaires in their own classrooms 
under the guidance of an adult . 

Scoring the measure 
. A scoring scheme for the measure was 

developed, using the data from the 4th 5th 
and 6th grade pupils . · The upper part of Ta'ble 1 
presents a general outline for a scoring pro-
·cedure . 
. Several variations of this scheme were tried 
correlating the results of each with a cri'
terion measure developed in the following way. 
First , teachers assigned their students scores 
for . self - esteem on a scale of 1 to 9. Second, 
each child' s sociometric ranking within his 
classroom was determined by having the chil
dren select those students they would pref er 
to _have "on their team . "  (The purpose of 
the team was deliberately left ambiguous. )  
The ratings and rankings were converted to 
standard scores, and then simply added to
gether to · form the criterion. The scoring 
procedure which was finally selected because 
it yielded the highest correlations with the 
crit�rlon, appears in the lower part of Table 1 .  
It should be noted that the bottom row of this 
matrix is a reversal of the original scheme. 
A child who said he did not care about some
thing at which he was especially good was 
down-grading his basic talents , an under 
standable response in . an individual of low
esteem. On the other hand, the child who admits 
to being very bad about something about which 
he does not care has recognized his weakness 

1 .  This paper is based upon a dissertation 
submitted in partial fulfillment of the re
quirements for the degree of Doctor of 
Philosophy, The Johns Hopkins University, 
Department of Psychology. 

2 .  Now at  Southern Methodist University. 
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Very Much 

A Little 

Don' t Care 

Very Much 

A Little 

Don't Care 

24 

Very 
Good 

A 
+ 7  

F 
+ 5  

K 
+3 

Very 
Good 

25 

20 

8 

Table 1 

Scoring Systems 

A. Theoretical scoring system 

Good 

B 
+6 

G 
+ 4  

L 
+ 2  

Not Good 
or Bad 

C 

0 

H 
0 

M 
+ 1  

Bad 

D 
- 6  

I 
- 4 . 

N 
- 2  

B.  Final scoring system 

Good 

22 

17 

10 

Not Good 
or Bad 

12 

14 

12 

. Bad 

3 

8 

12 

Very 
Bad 

- 7  

- 5  

- 3  

Very 
Bad 

o · 

5 

14  



Boys 

Girls 

* p < 0.05 

Table 2 

Means 1 and Standard Deviations Obtained 

with the Measure of Self - Esteem 

Grade 2, 3 & 4 Grade 5 & 6 

M = 427'. 0 M = 406 . 2  

CT = 70.3 0- = 72 . 8  

M = 42 1 . 5  M = 383 . 4  

0- = 69.0 er = 68 .0  

t - tests 

t = 2 . 3 *  

df = 257 

t = 4 . 4**  

df = 246 

** p< 0 .01 1 Possible range of scores = 0- 550. 

Table · 3 

Correlations of Total Self -Esteem with Other Variables 

Boys n Girls n 

Criterion . 30 * *  1 59 .21  * 133 

IQ . 00 124 - .01  104 

Grade 
Reading Ach. . 08 134 . 25* 107 2,  3 & 4 

Arith. Ach . . 1 1  134 . 10 107 

Coopersmith Scale . 37 * *  87 . 36 * *  77 
(Grades 3 & 4 only) 

Criterion . 47 * *  100 . 19*  1 1 5 

Grade 
IQ - .07 87 - . 18  94 

5 & 6  
Reading Ach. - . 12 93 - . 10 1 1 1  

Arith . Ach . - . 08 . 92 - .01  1 10 

*P< 0.05 * *p < 0.01  
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Table 4 
· Factor Analysis 

Boys 

Factor I B · Factor n B Factor Ill B 

Item Loading Item Loading . Item Loading 

polite 0.87 sports 0.80 arithmetic 0.56 
obeys rules 0 .64 strong 0. 7 1  good student 0 .46 
cooperative 0 .64 playing · ball 0 . 70 learns new 
kind 0.61  . many friends 0 .63 things 
helpful 0.60 gymnastics 0.57 quickly 0.35 
honest 0.59 running 0.52 
good student 0.57 right weight 0.50 . 

able to look 
after others 0 .41  

Girls 

. Factor I G Factor n G Factor m G 

Item Loading Item Loading Iteni Loading 

can look sports 0.83 good-looking 0 .54 
after others 0. 72 strong 0 .67 many friends 0.53 

can take care · gymnastics 0. 62 right weight 0.51  
of herself 0 . 65 playing ball 0. 60 good student 0.45 .. 

polite 0 .58 running 0.59 polite 0 .42 
good student 0 .51  dacning 0. 48 
learns new 

things 
quickly 0 . 50 

writing 0.44 
arithmetic 0 .42 
hone�t 0 .40 

. .  

. 

I' 
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Table 5 

Correlations of Factor Scores with Sell- Esteem Criterion 

(Teacher's Ratings of Sell-Esteem & Sociometric Ranking. of Popularity) 

Factor IB Factor IIB Factor IIIB D 

Boys . 27**  · . 50* *  .28* *  100 

Factor IG Factor IIG Factor mG D 

Girls . 03 .30* *  . 10 1 15 

p < 0.01 
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but has rationalized its sting away. Using this . 
scoring system, the questionnaires· · of the. 4th, 

. 5th and 6th grade children were - item analyzed. 
The 22 items which correlated most strongly 
with the criterion, analyzing · boys and girls 
separately , were retained for further analysis.  

· Results 
The scoring procedure . was applied to the 

entire sample of children. Results were analy
zed separately by age and sex . Table 2 reports 
the means and standard deviations obtained with 
the measure . There appears to be a develop- . 
mental trend, with older children measuring 
lower on self - esteem than younger children. 

· This trend is stronger for girls than boys . 
(Table 2 reports the t - tests between the means . )  
Table 3 presents the correlations between self
esteem scores and the original criterion. 

Although all the correlations are significant, 
they vary in strength. The - test appears to be 
more successful with older than younger chil 
dren, and more successful with boys than girls . .  
It should be emphasized that the criterion, al 
though related to self - esteem, is · not an ideal 
indicator . Therefore, further examination of 
the test's v.alidity is necessary. 

Reliability 
The reliability of the measure was assessed 

in two ways. First, homogeneity was determined 
by the Kuder - Richardson formula .  The K- R 
coefficients ranged between . 85 and . 89 in
dicating that the method is acceptably homo-
geneous . 

To ass�ss the test -retest stability of the 
measure, the · 4th and 5th grades were re- · 
tested after six to seven months . Reliability 
coefficients ranged from . 55 to . 73 with an 
average of . 67 .  These figures compare fav
orably with those obtained with other scales 
for use with children this age. Thus , there 
is some evidence for the primary validity of 
the measure as well as for its reliability. 

Factor analysis 
A factor analysis was performed in order 

to elucidate the underlying structure of the 
new measure of self -esteem. Tests were an
alyzed . separately by sex , and only the data 
from the combined 4th, 5th and 6th grade 
children were used. The 22 items were inter 
correlated, and the correlation matrix was· an 
alyzed by means of a principal components 
factor analysis .  After rotation bv the Varimax 
method, three factors accounted for 4 1  % and 
36% of the item variance for boys and girls 
respectively. · Table 4 presents the factor struc 
tures for the boys and girls after rotation. The 
factors were then treated as scales , and the 
children were given scores on each one . Table 5 
presents the correlations of each factor with 
the criterion. 

Correlations with other variables 
The . relationships between total self - esteem 

and IQ, reading achievement and arithmetic 
achievement were determined. There were vir -
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tual�y no significant correlations between to� 
self -esteem and the academic variables (s� 
Table 3 ) .  

Relationship with another measure of seU 
esteem 

The Coopersmith Self -Esteem Scale ( 196� 
was administered to the 3rd, and 4th grao 
children in this sample . The correlations be, · 
tween the Coopersmith measure and the ne, 
scale of self - esteem appear in Table 3 .  

An  experimental study 
Additional validational support for the ne, 

measure 'Yas derived from an experiment per. 
.form�d with the 3rd . and 4th grade· subjects, 
Ent�isle and Webster ( 1 970) designed an ex. 
perimental procedure to investigate the con, 
. sequences of expectation theory (cf. Berger 
and . Snell., 1961 ) .  Ac�ording to the theory, 
manipulation of a . child' s expectations con, 
cerning his ability should affect his perform, 
ance . During the course of the experimen! 
children were praised for their talent at con, 
tributing words to a story- telling task. It was 
hypothesized that the subjects would contribute 
more words as a result . The experimental 
manipulation was successful , but there was 
some variation - in response across subjects. 
An hypothesis that level of self-esteem migh! 
account for the difference was supported. Self· 
�steem �cores were positively related to 
increase m responding after the experimental 
treatment (r = . �3., . for both · boys and girls, 
P <  . 05) . Suggestlbihty to praise, then, may be 
relat�d to level of self - esteem. 

Discussion 

Factor analysis 
Returning to the factor . structure . of the 

self -esteem measure reported in Table 4 .an 
ex�ination of the items contributing �ost 
?eavlly to each of the factors provides insight 
�nto the meaning underlying the clusters . Look· 
mg at the analysis for the boys; the first 
factor . (Factor I B) · seems to describe the 
good httle boy who makes his way in the 
world by doing what he is told. The second 
factor (Factor IIB) represent� �he popular 
and successful athlete . Finally, - Factor III B 
portrays the young scholar totally involved in 
intellectual pursuits . 
. Simil�rly for the girls the factors represent 
u�terestmg character types .  Factor I G de· 
�Jlcts . the competent young lady, independent, 
mtelhg��t and successful . Factor II G represents 
the a.spiring young amazon, concerned only with 
p�ysical pro�ess .  Finally, Factor III G person· 
ifies the s.o?ial butterfly absorbed by appear· 
ance , position and "doing the right thing. " 

The.se factors �re particularly interesting 
when interpreted within a Jamesian perspective. 
!hey �ay rep7ese!1t the roles which are played 
m various social situations. Different roles will 
be appropriate at different times for each child, 
?11� the self - esteem score for each factor may 
mdica�e how comfortable the child feels when 
assuming that role. 



An inspection of .the correlations between 
the criterion· of self - esteem and the factor 
scores reveals · interesting sex differences ( see 
Table 5) . For the boys, correlations of each of 
the factor scores with the total criterion of self
esteem are significant. Factor II B is corre
lated most highly with the criterion, but the other 
factors are correlated too . Thus each of the three 
roles seem to be acceptable to these boys . Which
ever role the child is engaged in at a particular 
time, adequacy of perceived performance will be 
associated with level of self - esteem. For the 
girls, on the other hand, only Factor II G, the 
factor with the most strongly masculine conno 
tation, is correlated with the criterion. This 
finding is quite meaningful when interpreted 
within the context of the literature on the 
selection of sex - roles and their status (Brown, 
1958; McKee & Sherriffs , 1 957; Sears , 1970) .  
Brown has reported that both boys and girls 
indicate a preference for the masculine role, 
while according to Sears , femininity is  nega
tively correlated with the self -concept. Mas
low' s studies of  self -esteem in women (1940, 
1942) similarly support the notion that women 
with highly favorable self - concepts exhibit some 
masculine characteristics . The results reported 
here agree with these earlier findings . 

Correlations with other variables 
Table 3 shows that there are few correlations 

between total self - esteem and the academic var 
iables . This finding contradicts those of some 
investigators (Coopersmith, 1959 ; Fink, 1962 ; 
Shaw & Alves , 1963 ; Caplin, 1969) , but is in 
accordance with those of others ,  where the 
relationship between self - esteem and academic 
variables has been weak (Piers & Harris 1964· 
Sears, 1970) , or has virtually disappeared 
(Trowbridge , 1970; Yellott, Liem & Cowen, 1969) 
for boys . From the perspective of discriminant 
validity the result reported here is perhaps to 
be expected; i .  e . , there is no necessary reason 

. why self -esteem should be related to IQ or 
achievement . As William James observed: " . . .  
a very meanly -conditioned man may abound in 
unfaltering conceit , and one whose success in 
life is secm:e, and who is esteemed by all , may 
remain diffident of his powers to the end . ' '  

Clinical validity 
In order to examine the clinical validity of 

the new measure of self- esteem, eight children 
from the original sample were studied in greater 
depth. All were in the 6th grade when inter 
viewed, and all had participated in the test
retest reliability study. The children were se
lected on the basis of extremely high or low 
scores on the self- esteem measure,  as well as 
the stability of these scores over time . Two 
girls and two boys at each of the two levels of 
self- esteem were examined. A questionnaire 
was sent to the teachers of the eight children inquiring about certain behaviors. The teachers were not told that self -esteem was the variable under study, or that these particular children were selected because they fell at the extremes of the dimension . Children high on self- esteem, as opposed to low- scoring subjects ,  were more 

often judged by their teachers to be poised rather 
than awkward (averaging score of 2 . 8  vs . 5 on a 
7 point scale) .  High esteem children were also 
seen to be more spontaneous ( average scores of 
2 .  6 vs 4 .  8) , while low esteem children were 
judged to suffer more from nervous habits 
(average scores of 3 . 2  vs . 1 . 6) .  

The eight children were interviewed indi 
vidually by the author according to a prepared 
schedule of questions . It was not known which 
subjects were high or low on the self - esteem 
measure at the · time of the interview . A grad
uate student observer attended the sessions . 

After each session both the interviewer and 
the observer completed a 70 - item adjective 
check- list for the subject . The initial average 
percentage· of agreement on the check- list 
between the interviewer and the observer was 
84% . Disagreements were discussed and con
sensus was achieved for approximately half of 
the initially discrepant adjectives. High scor
ing subjects were more likely to be described 
as assertive and versatile, while low scoring 
subjects were more likely to be described as 
dull , easily hurt , hostile, resentful , unhappy 
and withdrawn. 

The following impressions derived from the 
interview protocols afford some insight into 
the behaviors and attitudes to which the · new 
measure of self-esteem is tnost sensitive . 

The high esteem subjects appeared to enjoy 
more relaxed and rewarding relationships with 
parents and adults .  The warm relationships 
shared by these children and their parents were 
typified by their responses to questions on 
family dining habits .  Dinner was eaten by the 
entire family and was characterized by lively 
conversation about the day's events .  By con
trast , relationships with parents were less 
natural for low esteem children. Dinner was 
�ot al ways eaten in a family group, and when 
1t was ,  there was little conversation. The 
children said that their parents were unin
terested in their opinions. 

For most · of the children interviewed ex
celling at sports was important, but whiie all 
the high esteem subjects said that they enjoyed 
competing at sports and were good at it , the 
lows often reported an absence of athletic 
skill . 

When asked, "What makes you feel proud?" 
all the highs could state definite skills o; 
characteristics. The lows all replied that noth
ing in particular made them feel proud. 

The subjects were asked what they hoped 
would happen in the future. All the high scoring 
subjects had thought about the future and could 
state quite concrete plans. Among the lows , 
none had ever thought about the future . 

The following responses of high and low 
subjects reflect their degree of happiness and 
sense of worth: 
. Interviewer : On the whole , are you satis

fied . with yourself? High girl : Yeah . Inter
viewer : Do you ever feel differently- - better 
or worse? High girl : Umm - -mostly feel the 
same way about myself. 
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Interviewer : In general are . you satisfied 
with· the way you are? Low girl : Yes .  Inte�
viewer : Do you ever feel differently at times 
so sometimes you feel happy and sometimes 
you feel depressed, or do you generally feel 
the same way? Low girl : I most of the time 
feel depressed. 

The sample size of eight subjects makes 
statistical testing of these findings impos
sible. However , the interview results do suggest 
hypotheses for further. study, · and they provide 
some evidence for the clinical . validity of the 

. new measure of self- estee�. 
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.Introduction 

The basic aim of science is to predict and 
to control the variables under its observation. 
From such prediction and .control the scien
tist aims to understand the unfamiliar environ
ment in which he behaves (Hall & Lindzey, 1957, 
1970; Marx & Hillix , 1951 ) .  

Personality theoriticians from Plato to Gal 
ton, Spearman, and Binet have labored unceas 
ingly and persistently to provide measurements 
which would make tenable these basic scien
tific aims for the laboratory and for society 
generally. In more recent decades these labors 
have culminated in a rich battery of psycholo -
gical variables measured under conditions of 
acceptable reliability and within a conceptually 
valid communications structural system. Thus 
it is possible for behavioural scientists to ad 
vance testable hypotheses , test them, and to 
communicate findings , such that replication and 
confirmati'on can be realities of psychological 
research at the present time. Consider for 
example the works of Meehl and the volumes of 
research that have accrued from the experi 
mental and clinical use of the MMPI (e.g. , 
Hathaway & Meehl , 1951 ) .  Along similar lines, 
but within a frame.work of conceptual validity 
derived from factor analytic (multivariate) ap 
proaches , Cattell, Eysenck, Guilford, and others 
have. been patiently assembling the needed theor -
ies to make these advances available to the 
practicing clinician. A major handicap to which 
the typical clinician has consistently been ex 
posed is an inadequate technology to implement 
the scientific findings of the university based 
scientific laboratory. 

W°Uh a most unchar�cteristic slowness of pace, 
the computer has begun .to be found in some 
-areas of the clinician' s activities (Pierson, 1963 ; 
Pierson, 1970; Eber, Karson, Noty, Pierson & 
Tatro, 1968) . Most such applications of the 
computer have posed questions of the following 
variety : "Given the present personality struc 
ture of an individual, what may we predict his 
behaviour to be in a given situation : . .  ?" 
Such questions reflect the clinician's need for 
answers to questions of immediate gravity, a 
point which has been admirably well described 
by Hall & Lindzey ( 1 970) . 

Eber developed a computer program to inter -
pret a batter of psychological measures and to 
predict , among other criteria, the prob�bility 
of suicide (Pierson, 1970) . In reporting this 
program, Eber discussed a clinical case in which 
the probability · of ·suicide was considered to be 
significant (in a Bayesian statistical sense);  
during the interim . in which that manuscript 
was · published, the patient did indeed commit 
suicide . While we wish, for the moment, to 
avoid the statistical problems associated with 
diminishing degrees of freedom, we feel never 
theless compelled to re�ommend the use of such 
technology for the prediction and potential 
social control of morbid behaviours .  

Unfortunately, the preference of the clinician 
for the ' 'What will the subject do if . . . ? ' '  kind 

. of question often reflects his conviction that 
the post - oedipal personality is not amenable to 
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modification. Eysenck's  well known 1968 failure 
to identify treatment effects resulting from psy
choanalysis has doubtless reinforced this belief 
(Whittaker,  1970; Marx & Hillix, 1951 ) .  

There is , -however, some encouraging evidence 
that the personalities of clinical patients can 
be modified in ways that theories · of practice 
would predict. (Pierson, Cattell & Pierce , 1966: 
Cattell , Eber &. Tatsuoka, 1970) . 

This prospect now makes it reasonable for 
the clinician to ask not only the limiting ques 
tion above , but to also ask: ' 'What would the 
patient be like if Factors X,  Y, and Z of his 
personality structure were modified . . . ? ' '  If 
the clinician is also a theoretician he may also 
-wish to ask "How would a person with a spe 
cific hypothetical personality structure be-
have . . .  ? '

1 

At this point the questions asked transcend 
the domain of personality analysis and enter 
the intriguing inner space of computer simulated . 
personality. 

This paper addresses itself to some potential 
uses of computer assisted personality analysis 
( CAP A) and computer assisted personality simu
lation (CAPS). The theoretical paradigm will 
be that of R. B. Cattell ' s  R = f(SP) (Cattell , 
1965) .. 

Method 

This behaviour equation predicts that the sub
ject's response (R) - is a function of (f) environ
mental influences (S) interacting with person
ality (P) .  

The method employed is the case historical 
method. Professor Skinner has argued brilliant -
ly in defense of the present method of inquiry 
and has demonstrated the utilitarian v.alue of 
that method interfaced to advanced instrumen
tation and technology,_ (Whittaker, 1970) . 

The computing facilities upon which the pre 
sent personality simulator was developed consist 

. of a CDC3300- PDP8 CPU . configuration inter � 
faced to teleprocessing capabilities and mass 
storage . The system may be interfaced to 
commonly used access devices such as KSR and 
ASR teletype and line printers. 

Fortran coding was done by the staffs of the 
Oregon State University Computer Center and the 
Western Institute . The personality simulator is 
currently undergoing extensive field tests by the 
Institute and has thus far shown a remarkably 
stable degree of reliability. Indeed there is 
thus far a perfect correspondence found among 
repeated measures. 5 

5 
The subject of this report has volunteered 

his personal data for the purposes of higher 
education. His name has been withheld for 
obvious reasons. He has agreed to this viola
tion of employer- employee ethics in the wish 
that supervisory relationships may be more fully 
understood. An original copy of the computer 
output will be placed with the Superintendent 
of Documents , Library of Congress and will be 
microfilmed by the University of Oregon Li 
brary, Eugene 97 403 . 



CAPS and CAPA take sixteen personality 
factor scores ( 16PF) derived from off line 
examination measures. The operator of the de 
vice, who could be a well trained and super
vised paraclinical person, is interrogated by 
the input device to determine if user instruc -
ttons are requested. If the operator responds 
with an affirmative reply (Yes) , the program 
lists the set of instructions needed to use 
the personality simulator. 

If there is a negative reply, the program 
asks for the required output device . This may 
be either a standard teletype device with acous -
tic coupler of the line printer . 

The program then inquires to learn if an 
electronic data file has been created. If the 
answer is "Yes" the name (identification code) 
of that file is requested. This feature makes 
possible the creation of low cost clinical data 
storage with immediate access. It also per -
mits large scale batch processing in clinical 
and research environments where large num 
bers of subjects are required. If an "in sys 
tem' '  file has not been created the program re 
quests (in . conversational mode) the required 
number of · dependent variates in standard ten 
score form · (STEN) Cattell , Eber, and Tat 
suoka , 1970) . 

The program then searches for verbal des 
criptions of the factors that have been reported 
by the authors of the 16PF , then plots a pro 
file of the personality structure, at user option 
searches for more detailed verbal treatment of 
each of the statistically deviant factor scores 
(in STENS) derived from Cattell ' s  equations 
given in the oblique simple structure solutions 
that he has reported. These mthods are described 
by Guilford, Cattell and Eysenck in a number of 
well known references (e.g. , their clinical appli 
cation has been described by the present wri 
ter (1970). 

From among the numerous specification equa 
ti'!ns that have been reported publicly, 4 7 such 
designed to predict successful behaviour in vo 
cational settings were chosen for inclusion in 
the program on the basis of their probability 
of utility in academic and school environments 
in industrial settings, and in military training 
situations. Indeed, it is probable that the program 
will have utility in many settings where liter 
ate human beings are the object of scientific 
investigation. 

In conversational mode, the program interro 
gates the operator as follows:  Do you need 
Experimental Clinical Subroutines? ' '  If the op 
erator responds at the KSR "yes, "  the pro 
gram asks : "Are you a clinical psychologist 
or a physician? ' '  If the operator responds 
"No, " the following response is printed, "The 
Clinical Subroutines are available only to qual 
ified clinical psychologists and physicians . ' '  If 
the response is "Yes" , the program prints a 
matrix of the order of 6x1 0. This matrix 
contains predicted criterion scores calculated 
from specification equations written from basic 
summary statistics reported in the literature (Cattell , Eber & Tatsuoka, 1970 ;  Pierson, 1 970) . 
This matrix includes scores on anxiety, neuro ticism, alcohol abuse proneness, drug abuse 

proneness, coronary probability, and peptic 
ulcer probability. The alcohol abuse proneness, 
drug abuse proneness , coronary probability, and 
peptic ulcer probability subroutines are experi 
mental subroutines being field tested at this 
time by the present investigator. The criterion 
scores are transformed by the program to con
form to  a mean of  5 .5  and a standard deviation 
of 2 .0 .  We believe that relevant statistical as 
sumptions are easily met (e .g . , Winer , 1 962) .  

Results 

The subject , Ken, is a young adult caucasian 
male who is an undergraduate psychology major 
at a regional liberal arts college . He is divor 
ced and has custody of a three - year - old 
daughter . 5 He applied for and was hired as a 
part time grounds keeper. He was administered 
the 1 6PF as a part of his preemployment agree -

· ment . His scores were entered into the CAPA 
program and he was given directive counselling 
concerning the interpretations that CAP A gene 
rated. Ken was asked to read the verbal de -
scriptions generated by the program and to 
respond to them . He agreed that the descriptions 
fitted him accurately and expressed surprise 
and awe that he could be so well described by 
a personality test and a computer. 

Table 1 shows the 16PF factor scores in 
stens . His supervisor brought to his attention 
two primaries that- he thought could interfere 
with job effectiveness . These factors are G and 
L .  CAP A produced the following description of 
low factor G: 

' '  G Factor . This personality factor is low. 
Persons scoring low on this, the superego 
factor , lack acceptance of group moral 
standards . They tend to be expedient , un 
dependable ,  and disregard their obligations 
to others. They ignore rules and standards 
of conduct and circumvent standard opera -
ting procedures . In environments where 
such procedures are important for the 
welfare of the group , low G Factor can be 
a disrupting influence. This pattern comes 
about from a lack of early - instilled ideals 
and disciplines . Low Factor G persons 
are quitting, frivolous, and self - indulgent. In 
those tasks requiring persistence and ord
erly · thinking, such persons will be found 
lacking . A carefully structured and regi 
mented social environment with positive , 
directive performance counselling can raise 
scores on Factor G. In concert with other 
personality and environmental factors ,  low 
G Factor can dispose the personality to 
delinquent or anti - social behaviours . Pre -
and post - treatment measures indicate that 
this factor of personality can be modified 
significantly. ' '  
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Factor 

Factor 

A 

2 

L 

8 

B 

8 

M 

10 

Table 1 

16PF Factor Scores (Stens ) 

C 

5 

N 

4 

E 

5 

0 

5 

F 

6 

Ql 

6 

Table 2 

G 

2 

Q2 

9 

. SEC.O� ORDER FACTOR PROFILE 

H 

7 

Q3 

4 

I 

8 

Q4 

5 

FACTOR . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Exv:i,a 

.Anxiety 

Cortertia 

Independence 

.. .  ,. 

Prodical Subj ectivity 
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Ken's supervisor explained to him that he 
would be employed despite this finding. It was 
also explained to him that he would be expected 
to take cognizance of the G Factor finding and 
' 'to make amends . ' '  This decision was based 
upon the observation that he would be provided 
with considerable supervision �d that the job 

· of grounds keeper did not, after all , require 
the kind of social precision and orderliness 
that one would expect of a corporation execu 
tive. 

Three months of observation of the subject 
has revealed that a mariner had best believe 
his compass when in doubt . Specific behaviour 
that would support the validity of the G Factor 
interpretation include coming to work late 
and general instability of scheduling of tasks. 
Ken's supervisor has , however, been successful 
in getting him to keep tools and equipment 
orderly; this was explained as a means of de 
veloping habits that would modify G Factor.  
But, at this time the descriptions of this factor 
describe the subject's behaviour . 

The supervisor also counseled Ken on the high 
L Factor score (8) . This is what the 16PF 
authors call · Protension, or suspiciousness and 
jealousy. The Pattern does not quite reach 
clinical paranoia, but it is closely related. 
Ken's supervisor elected to approach him with a 
direct , open discussion of the meaning of' this 
factor and advised him that it would cause a 
breakdown in employee - employer communica 
tion and thus detract from his ability to perform 
his duties as grounds keeper . Ken agreed that 
he was somewhat paranoid and agreed fully 
with the interpretation. He has not, however, 
shown any suspiciousness in dealing with his 
supervisor and we view the direct, open, frank 
attitude of the supervisor as an effective deter 
rant to the effects of high Factor L .  

Table 2 also reveals a high score on the 
second order factor Independence .  This would 
indicate that Ken would be well suited for the 
kinds of tasks for which he would be employed. 
He was advised that there could be a conflict 
between his independence needs and his needs 
for supervision imposed by superego weakness .  
At present this conflict seems to be satisfac -
torily balanced, although a breakdown in super -
vision could easily render his independence 
needs to be detrimental to job efficiency. 

It will also be noted that three more second 
order factors require comment . Prodical sub
jectivity is high and tends to confirm Ken' s 
tendency to believe what he wants to believe 
and to be influenced more by his belief struc 
ture than by external realities of the situation. 

Intelligence is high (8) and this is indeed 
confirmed in behaviour. This would indicate 
that the subject is over qualified intellectually. 
But, Ken does enjoy outdoor work; the nature 
of the work appeals to a moderately introver 
sive nature (Exvia 4) .  Also , the work is a 
diversion from his usual duties as student . 

Finally, at the second order level, Factor G 
and others in the personality remind one of the 
superego problem that has been discussed. 

Table 3 shows criterion predicted scores 
derived from specification equations . The high-

est score is for creativity. Ken is indeed a high
ly creative person and shows considerable 
artistry in his gardening work. His supervisor 
noted that he has considerable ability in work
ing with curved lines and has done an admirable 
job of using that ability in building hedgerows 
that follow natural contours of the landscape. 
He believes that Ken would make an excellent 
landscape artist. 

Ken received a low predicted score on- free 
dom from accidents . This means, of course, 
�at he would tend to be accident prone. He 
concurred that this prediction was valid from 
past experience. He was counseled to be care
ful around power equipment and motor vehicles .  
The same day he came to the office with his 
face bloodied from a tree branch. Ken said 
that he gets into a number of accidents because 
of a tendency to day dream and letting his mind 
wander when he is working. He has been 
observed leaving the truck ln the middle of the 
driveway where it could cause · accidents. He 
does appear at this time to have responded 
well to directive counselling aimed at reducing 
the danger of accidents . He is well motivated 
to modify his habits because of a number of 
painful experiences resulting from this problem. 

Table 4 shows a list of vocational fields which 
CAPA predicts Ken would do well . Interest 
ingly enough a number of these are consistent 
with his vocational aspirations . He is a major 
in psychology and will probably use this cre 
dential as some kind of counselor or teacher. 

The subject was intrigued by the prediction 
that he would · do well as a janitor . He said 
that of all the odd jobs he had done in his life 
that he enjoyed janitor work the most because 
it permitted him a maximum of independence 
while at the same time being able to do something 
useful with a minimum of vis -a -vis super
vision. CAPA also predicted Ken's artistic 
abilities that have manifested themselves in his 
work. 

In summary, it would appear that CAPA has 
described Ken with incredible precision and 
has zeroed- in on his vocational assets and lia 
bilities. Methods of performance counselling 
have accrued from the use of CAPA and means 
have become apparent for enhancing the em
ployee's  value to his employer,  while providing 
potential enrichment of his vocational life . Per 
sonality assessment and computer assisted 
.analysis has demonstrated usefulness with rela 
tively normal subjects in everyday life be
haviours . 

It would be an easily taken step ahead to 
think of the sort of person we believe would 
be useful in a given vocational situation, enter 
these scores into CAP b- and see if it would 

· concur with our opinion . 

6 
The author is grateful to colleagues in The 

Journal who have read this manuscript; how
ever, any remaining errors are those of the 
author. Rene Descartes (In La Geometrie) 
argues for such inclusions in order to give 
future students of the topic something to dis 
cover . 
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FACTOR 

Neuroticism 

Leadership 

Creativity 

School Achievement 

Coronary Preblems 

Freedom from accident s 

Success in Therapy 

Patrolman Success  

Salesmanship 

Counsellor Effe ct 

Teaching Success  

Table 3 

PREDICTED BEHAVIOURS 

1· 2 3 4 5 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Table 4 

6 7 8 9 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

PREDICTED SUCCESSFUL VOCATIONAL FIELDS 

Artist 

Biologist 

Editorial Worker 

Employment Counselor 

Janitor 

Physician 

Physici st 

Professor 

Psychologi st 

Scientist 

Teacher ,  Element ary 

Teacher,  Jr . High 

Teacher ,  Senior High 

Writer 

10 

* 
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